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Contact Our Team

WhatsApp
If you have any questions, message us:  
+447538937998

Call
If you want to speak to us, call us:
+447538937998

Email
Have a question? Email us:
info@socialattraction.co.uk

https://wa.me/+447538937998
tel:+447538937998
tel:+447538937998
mailto:info@socialattraction.co.uk


The Elite Performance Course (£99,999)
 Learn Our Elite Social Attraction System 

A data-driven approach to transform your dating success rate. By
tracking and analysing key metrics against elite-level benchmarks,
we provide customised strategies to enhance every area of your

dating life.

 

In-Person Course Option: Six-weekend training courses in London, with a
six-month mentorship that includes twenty-six dedicated pre-and-post-

course video coaching sessions with unlimited WhatsApp support.
 

Video Coaching Option: Twelve-month video mentorship, with fifty-two
interactive one-hour video coaching sessions. Daily/weekly challenges and

check-in messages from our team with unlimited WhatsApp support.

Also Includes everything from The Gold Standard Course  
View our PDF course brochure here

Also Includes everything from The Platinum Signature Course
View our PDF course brochure here

https://www.socialattraction.co.uk/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/Social-Attraction-%E2%80%93-Gold-Standard-Course-Brochure.pdf
https://www.socialattraction.co.uk/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/Social-Attraction-%E2%80%93-Platinum-Signature-Course-Brochure.pdf


Secure Payment Plans 
& Options

Pay-in-three option available so you
can get started right away. 

We make it easy by accepting a wide
range of payment options including:

credit card, PayPal, bank transfer,
Wise and Stripe.

100% secure and confidential
payments. 



   CBT (Cognitive Bahavioural Therapy)

   NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming)

   EMDR (Eye Movement        
...Desensitisation & Reprocessing)

   TFT (Thought Field Therapy)

   EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique)

   CM (Conflict Management)

Our Accreditations &
Coaching Credentials

ACCREDITED



Meeting New Attractive 
Women Frequency 

(elite level 2 per day)

We track your interactions to
determine how many new women

you meet daily, weekly, and
monthly, analysing social
engagement patterns for

optimisation.



Introduction Rejection 
Rate Analysis 

(elite level less than 20%)

By measuring the percentage of
rejections upon first introductions,
we identify areas to enhance your

approach techniques, aiming to
reduce rejection rates.



Sustained Conversation 
Duration 

(elite level 90 minutes)

We assess the length of your
conversations with women you find

attractive, identifying moments
when dialogue dwindles, to develop
strategies that extend engagement.



Instant-Date 
Success Tracking 
(elite level 70%)

Our analysis includes the success
rate of converting initial meetings

into instant dates, utilising this data
to refine your spontaneity and

appeal during first impressions.



Contact Exchange 
Success Rate 

(elite level 80-90%)

We evaluate the frequency of
successful contact exchanges when

women message you first,
leveraging this advantage to boost

follow-up interactions.



First Date 
Success Rate 

(elite level 100%)

We measure the outcome of first
dates to understand their success

rate, focusing on the ability to
create a strong initial connection
and mutual interest. This analysis

helps us to refine your dating
strategy, ensuring that first dates
lead to further interactions and

deeper connections.



Intimacy Progression 
Efficiency 

(elite level 100%)

Our team tracks the progression
rate to intimacy with preferred
partners, crafting personalised

advice to enhance emotional and
physical connectivity.



Post-Intimacy 
Engagement Continuity 

(elite level 100%)

We analyse the continuity of your
relationships post-intimacy, aiming

to increase the success rate of
sustained connections by

addressing compatibility and
communication styles.



Long-Term Relationship 
Formation Rate 
(elite level 50%)

By monitoring the transition from
casual dating to committed

relationships, we identify factors
that bolster long-term compatibility

and relational depth.



Overall Satisfaction 
Assessment 

(elite level 80%)

Through comprehensive surveys
and feedback mechanisms, we

measure your satisfaction levels in
dating and relationships, targeting

areas for holistic improvement.



Unlimited
WhatsApp Support

Direct access to your coach for the
duration of the course. 

Easily accessible support when you
need it the most. 

Personalised service to achieve your
dating goals.



Access Behind-The-Scenes 
Coaching Manuals

Read the fifty-two manuals that we
use to coach our clients.

Gain insider knowledge to give you a
more comprehensive view of dating

success.

Understand the psychology of
modern dating. 



Instant Access To Our
Digital Training Material

Over 20 hours of video, audio and
written training material to support

your learning experience.  

Including interactive daily challenges.

The additional resources you need for
a complete learning experience.



Lifetime Access To Our 
Inner Circle Community

Meet, network and grow with other
likeminded individuals.

Ongoing support once your course is
complete.

Attend community driven events
hosted all over the world. 



Secure Your 
Complimentary Consultation 

Secure your complimentary
consultation call today and start your

journey towards mastering dating
skills. 

Our mentoring is tailored to your
specific needs and goals. 

Take the first step towards
transforming your dating life and
achieving success with women.

CLICK HERE TO SECURE YOUR
COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION

https://calendly.com/peter_socialattraction/secure-your-complimentary-consultation
https://calendly.com/peter_socialattraction/secure-your-complimentary-consultation

